Healthcare Seamless SSO
Seamless single sign-on into cloud applications for healthcare

Benefits
• Single sign-on into cloud
applications on shared
workstations
• A seamless login experience for
all healthcare providers
• Consistent, secure SSO into
on-premise and cloud
applications

Healthcare organizations are increasingly adopting cloud applications,
ranging from business and enterprise applications, to electronic health
records, medical imaging, patient management, and other systems. According
to research from KLAS, more than 70% of healthcare organizations already
utilize cloud applications. 1
Because security and compliance are critical components of healthcare,
many organizations turn to single sign-on (SSO) technology, which allows
end users to enter a single username and password per session to access
multiple cloud applications. Despite the benefits, these traditional cloud SSO
workflows have a key limitation: they are unsupported on shared
workstations, which are primarily used by clinicians.
Clinicians do not want disruptions, and they do not want additional clicks to
access information. Because traditional cloud-application SSO workflows are
unsupported on shared workstations, clinicians are likely to avoid migrating to
cloud applications such as email, payroll systems, and others.

Seamless SSO for healthcare
Organizations need an SSO solution that enables access to cloud applications
on shared and private workstations. IT teams want to deliver a seamless SSO
experience for all their users, and they want one solution that provides a
consistent experience for both on-premises and cloud applications. This
drives security, compliance, and user satisfaction, facilitates the adoption of
cloud applications, and enables their transition to the cloud.
Healthcare Seamless SSO is the trusted choice for fast, secure enterprise
single sign-on into thousands of cloud applications from any device,
anywhere, for all healthcare users. Healthcare Seamless SSO leverages a
user’s identity on shared workstations to deliver a nearly password-free
experience in accessing Microsoft Modern Workplace and 2,800+ Microsoft
Azure-AD Marketplace applications on shared workstations as well as shared
mobile devices. Healthcare Seamless SSO extends the SSO capabilities of
Imprivata OneSign® to the cloud.
1. https://klasresearch.com/report/off-premises-computing-perception-2017/1193
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